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Abstract. We study here concept learning from instances described as
attribute-value lists in the frame of Top-Down induction algorithms. The
goal of this work is to use known or unknown logical implications which
are true on the instances in order to improve the exploration of a search
space. We base our work on a lattice formalization (a lattice of instances
and a lattice of terms) to show how one can improve the exploration. In
particular, we show that a propositional representation is interesting, even
in the case of structured attributes, if one takes into account the logical
implications. Several experiments on a CN-like algorithm are reported.  

INTRODUCTION
We consider here concept learning of n disjoint classes from
instances of these classes. We are particularly interested in Top-
Down algorithms which explore a space of conjunctive terms -
using specialization- in the case of attribute-value lists
representation. These algorithms express their results as a set of
ordered rules (decision lists of CN [1]) or unordered rules (AQ
family [2], unordered version of CN [1], C4.5 [3]), are able to
handle noisy data and explore a space of conjunctive terms. The
result of the exploration is a “best term” which becomes the
premiss of a rule which conclusion is one of the classes.
In the framework described above, two criteria lead to the
selection of a conjunctive term : simplicity and cover.
“Simplicity” usually means “lesser number of conjuncts in the
term” ; “cover” is the subset of instances which are recognized
(or covered) by a conjunctive term. One can note that the
specialization of a current conjunctive term is achieved using a
partial order “more specific-more general”, but that the
exploration of the search space is based on the number of
instances of each class covered by the conjunctive terms.
Therefore, the evaluation and the comparison of conjunctive
terms are achieved using a partial order which corresponds to the
classical inclusion between sets of instances. A set of logical
implications -between terms- true on the learning instances
distinguishes these two orders. The way to use these
implications (without building them) in order to improve the
exploration of the search space is the heart of our work.
The implications true on all the instances of the domain, i.e. the
domain dependent implications, are included in that set of
implications. Let us consider the following example : a set I of
learning instances of two concepts C1 and C2 is available ;
{quadrilateral_shape ; square_shape ; lozenge_shape ;
circle_shape ; clear_color ; dark_color ; small_height ;
medium_height ; big_height} is a set of atoms used to describe
the instances and to build the conjunctive terms. Although not
explicitly declared, implications such as “square_shape =>
quadrilateral_shape” and “lozenge_shape => quadrilateral_shape”
are true on all the instances of the domain and consequently on I.
In that case, it is useless to specialize a conjunctive term
containing “square_shape” by adding “quadrilateral_shape” to
the conjunction since the same instances are covered by the term
and its specialization. In the same way, it is useless to add
“circle_shape” since the implication “square_shape and
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circle_shape => False” is true : the specialization does not cover
any instance of the domain.
For similar reasons, implications linked to the learning set I
allow to avoid useless specializations. Let us assume for instance
that the implications “circle_shape => clear_color” and
“circle_shape and small_height => False” are true on I :
So, it is useless to specialize a conjunctive term containing
“circle_shape” by adding “clear_color” since the conjunctive
term and its specialization cover the same instances of I. In a
similar way, it is useless to add “small_height” to the term since
the implication “circle_shape and small_height => False” is true
on I, and yields a specialization which does not cover any
instance of I.
Using the ideas which have been sketched above, we are able to
improve the exploration of the search space during learning.
These implications being unknown or undeclared, we will apply
the following process : each conjunctive term to specialize i s
associated to a list of useful specializations (cf. section 3).
In section 1, we formalize the term and instance spaces using
lattices ; then we present the links that exist between the
instances and the conjunctive terms, and express them in terms
of logical implications. In section 2, we describe our
representation : the instances and the conjunctive terms are
represented using sets of atoms. In section 3, we give two
theorems which explain why a Top-Down algorithm is able to
improve the exploration of its search space if it handles these
logical implications. In section 4, we describe our algorithms
CNBS1 and CNBS2 which are based on CN. We will see that
CNBS2 is able to take into account logical implications. In
section 5 we report the results of an experimental evaluation
which highlights our claim.

1 LATTICE FORMALIZATION
Here, we show how the two partial orders mentioned above are
used to define the “instance and term lattices”, and we recall that
there exists a Galois connection between these two lattices.
Then, we define the logical implications and report a theorem
which connects these implications to the instance and term
lattices.
The formulation of a learning problem in terms of instance and
term lattices has been recently proposed by Jean-Gabriel
Ganascia [4] ; it uses the results of the works of M. Barbut and B.
Monjardet [5] and of G. Birkhoff [6]. Subsequently, we will use
the notations of Jean-Gabriel Ganascia. Note that other works in
Machine Learning refer to these notions ([7], [8], [9,10], [11]).

1.1 Instance lattice
Let P the set of all subsets of the set of instances I (i.e., P=P(I)).
P is partially ordered by the relation noted ≤i where A≤iB means
that A is included in B (i.e., A⊆B). Given two elements a and b ,
the least upper bound -noted (a∨ib)- and the greatest lower bound
-noted (a∧ ib)- correspond respectively to the union and
intersection relations. P, partially ordered by the inclusion
relation ≤i, is a complemented distributive lattice called
“instance lattice”.
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1.2 Term lattice
Let Q a set of terms. We assume that Q is partially ordered by the
relation ≤g where A≤gB means that A is more general than B (or
B is more specific than A). We note respectively ∧g and ∨g the
greatest lower bound and the least upper bound. Let us note that
the theorems given in sections 1 and 3 of this work are
independent of the definition of the relation ≤g. Nevertheless
this relation must allow the definition of a distributive lattice
(cf. section 2).

1.3 Galois connection
Let a be a correspondence between Q and P such that if y is a term
then a(y) is the subset of the learning set I which instances are
covered by y. Let b be a correspondence between P and Q such
that if x is a subset of I then b(x) is the maximal specific
generalization of the instances of x, i.e. b(x)= ∧g j∈xb{j}.
(a ,b) defines a Galois connection between P and Q (cf. for
instance [4]).
Notation     : subsequently, we will note a(y)=y’ and b(x)=x*. If y i s
a  term, y’* is called the “closure” of y (in appendix we give the
definitions of a lattice and of the Galois connection, and a useful
lemma).
Example : let L={a1, a2, ..., a7} be a set of atoms used to
describe a set of instances ; let I={i1={a1, a2, a3}, i2={a2, a3,
a4}, i3={a6, a7}} be this set of instances ; then, a(a2)=a2’={i1,
i2} and b({i1, i2})=({i1, i2})*=a2 a3.

1.4 Implications
 We give below a theorem which links the notion of logical
implications to the instance and term lattices.
Propos i t ion  : let e and f be two elements of Q and I the
learning set ; by definition, e’≤if’ means that the implication
e=>f is true on all the instances of I.
We consider  here that e => False is true is equivalent to say that e
does not cover any instance (i.e., e’=iØ).
Theorem 1 : e’≤if’ if and only if f≤ge’*.
The theorem 1 means that e => f if and only if f is more general
than the closure of e.
Note     : the proofs are reported in appendix.

2 PROPOSITIONAL REPRESENTATION
We detail in this section of the paper our knowledge
representation, and we define in this framework the relation ≤g .

2.1 Term lattice
Suppose a propositional language built from a finite set L of
atoms. A term of the language is a logical conjunction of atoms
(we will note “&” the logical conjunction). The propositional
language, i.e. Q (cf. 1.2), is then the set of subsets of L (i.e.,
P(L)), and therefore it has a complemented distributive lattice
structure : the  relation ≤g is the classical set inclusion ; the least
upper bound operator ∨g is the classical set union and
corresponds to the logical conjunction (e.g. : a1 a2 a3 ∨g a2 a3
a7 = a1 a2 a3 a7 is equivalent to (a1 & a2 & a3) & (a2 & a3 & a7)

= a1 & a2 & a3 & a7) ;  the greatest lower bound operator ∧g i s
the classical set intersection (e.g. : a1 a2 a3 ∧g a2 a3 a7 = a2 a3)
and corresponds to the usual notion of “maximal specific
generalization”. Note that an instance i is represented as a
particular conjunctive term : the set of atoms “true” for the
instance i.

2.2 Representation of the structured attributes
In concept learning, the instances are often described using the
attribute-value lists formalism. In this case each attribute i s
associated to a value domain D. A value A(i) is then associated to
each pair {attribute A, instance i}.
We associate to an attribute A a subset S of P(D) (the set of the
subsets of D). So, each element s of S is a subset of D associated
to a constraint "A(i) ∈  s" which can appear in a  term. The
structure of S depends on the type of the attribute A and on a user-
defined  inductive bias. The type of attributes the most frequently
used are given below :
Nominal    : D is a set of non structured values. A frequent bias is :
S=P(D) (it means that any subset of D can appear in a term)),
Ordered     : D is a set of totally ordered values.  A frequent bias is : S
is a set of intervals of D.
Hierarchical    : D is not always defined ; we directly access  to S
which is structured as a hierarchy. For example an attribute Shape
with S={square, lozenge, quadrilateral, circle, ellipse}, is a
hierarchy in which square⊆quadrilateral, ..., circle⊆ellipse.
In our framework, we will associate to an attribute A a set of atom
{a1, a2, ..., ak}. Each atom aj represents a constraint "A(i) ∈ sj"
where sj is an element of S. Moreover, the set of atoms a1, a2,
..., ak must be such that S can be expressed using the lattice of
the logical conjunction of atoms of {a1, a2, ..., ak}. More
precisely if s and s’ belong to S, they are  expressed as two
conjunctions of atoms, c1 and c2. In that case c1&c2 (i.e.,
c1∨gc2) expresses the constraint "A(i) ∈ s" & "A(i) ∈ s' ", that i s
to say "A(i) ∈ s ∩ s' ", and therefore s ∩ s' must also belong to S.
Note that the representation which associates an atom to each
element of S is not generally the shortest one, except in the case
of a hierarchy.
We give below two cases that we meet in section 5 of this paper :
Numeric attribute (cf. 5.2) : D is a numeric attribute ; S is the
lattice of the intervals [xr. .xs[ where xr and xs are thresholds
belonging to a user-defined subset {x1, ..., xk} of D. The lattice
S is generated by the atoms {≤x1, >x1, ≤x2, >x2, ..., ≤xk, >xk}
which respectively express the constraints "A(i) ≤x1", "A(i)
>x1", ..., "A(i) ≤xk", "A(i) >xk" .
Boolean attribute (cf. 5.1) : D={True, False}. Let
S=P(D)={Ø,{True}, {False}, {True, False}}. S is generated by the
atoms a ("A=true") and not-a ("A=false"). This is the
representation that we have used in 5.1. A crucial point is that if
we exclusively want to consider conjunctions of     positive     literals
when learning a boolean function, we will only use the atom a
("A=true") for each boolean attribute. In that case S={{True},
{True, False}} and the complement is dissociated from the
negation (the complement of {True} is {True, False} ; the
complement of {True, False} is {True}). So, in such a
representation the negation has a clear meaning and is clearly
controlled as an inductive bias.
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3  TWO FUNDAMENTAL THEOREMS3

We now give two theorems which allow to improve the
exploration of the search space of a Top-Down algorithm. It
should be pointed out that these theorems do not depend on the
particular propositional representation introduced before.

3.1 Theorem 4 : redundancy of  terms
As already mentioned, Top-Down algorithms compare the
conjunctive terms according to numeric criteria based on the
instances covered by these terms. It means that the terms which
cover the same instances can not be distinguished. The theorem
4 (“⇒”) states that a term e and a specialization of e by a term f
more general than e’* cover the same instances ; “⇐” allows to
state that if e and (e∨gf) cover the same instances, then f is more
general than e’*.
Theorem 4 : f≤ge’* if and only if (e∨gf)’=ie’.
Note that the theorem 1 allows us to rewrite the theorem 4 as :
e=>f is true on the instances if and only if (e∨gf)’=ie’.
In our framework, specializing a term e consists in adding an
atom to the description of that term. Now, any atom of the term
e’* is more general than e’*. Therefore, the theorem 4 allows us
to state that specializing the term e by an atom of e’* is useless.
We will call AND(e) the set of atoms which belong to every
instance covered by e (i.e., the atoms of e’*) and we will forbid
the specialization of e by any element of AND(e).
Example : let e=a2 ; then, e’*=a2’*=({i1, i2})*=a2 a3 ; therefore
AND(e)=AND(a2)=a2 a3. Thus, it is useless to specialize e by a2
or a3.

3.2 Theorem 5 : uselessness  of empty cover terms
The terms that do not cover instances are useless. We will call
them “empty cover terms”. The theorem 5 (“⇐”) states that the
specialization of a non-empty cover term e by a term f which
covers at least one instance of e, is a non-empty cover term, and
that (“⇒”) if a specialization of a term e by a term f is a non-
empty cover term, then e covers at least one instance j which i s
also covered by f.
Theorem 5 : (e∨gf)’≠iØ if and only if there exists at least one
instance j∈e’ such that j∈f’.
Any atom belonging to the description of an instance covered by
e, covers at least one instance covered by e (i.e., at least the
instance of which this atom is element !). So, the theorem 5
allows us to state that the specialization of a non-empty cover
term e by an atom belonging to an instance covered by e, covers
at least one instance. We will call OR(e) the set of atoms which
belong to at least one instance covered by e ; e will only be
specialized by the elements of OR(e).
Note that the theorem 5 can be rewritten as : e∨gf => False if and
only if every instance j∈e’ is such that j∉f’. Thus, the operator
OR allows to avoid the selection of atoms such that the
specialization of e by one of these ones leads to an empty cover
term.
Example : e=a2 ; e’={i1, i2}; therefore OR(e)={a1, a2, a3, a4} ;
thus it is useless to specialize e by a5, a6 or a7.
In our framework, a term e will be specialized by any atom which

                                    
3 The numbering of the theorem refers to the technical report [12].

belongs to OR(e) and does not belong to AND(e), i.e. OR(e)-
AND(e) is the set of useful specializations of e.

4 TOP-DOWN ALGORITHMS
In order to experiment the ideas presented above, we have
designed two variants -called CNBS1 and CNBS2- of a classical
Top-Down learning algorithm, CN [1].
CN uses a limited number of types of attributes and no
background knowledge but is a very efficient learning algorithm.
This efficiency is due to its search strategy and to the use of a
Laplacian evaluation function associated to a significance
criterion based on a chi2.
CNBS1 is a propositional version of CN, i.e. instances and
terms are represented as sets of atoms. It is a standard greedy set
covering algorithm and thus works as follows :
CNBS1 searches for a best conjunctive term e according to the
evaluation function. Next, e is associated to a rule e-->Ci, where
Ci is the most common class of examples covered by e. The
instances covered by e are then removed and another best term i s
searched for. The searching algorithm is a top-down beam search
algorithm. At each step, a list STAR of the current MAXSTAR
best terms and a current best element found so far are updated. For
each term e of STAR, all the specializations (e∨ga) -where a is an
atom of L which does not belong to e- are generated, evaluated,
and put in a list NewSTAR. If an element of NewSTAR is better
than the best element found so far, it becomes the new best
element. If an element does not cover any instance, it is removed
from NewSTAR. Then, all the duplicated terms of NewSTAR are
removed and the MAXSTAR best terms of NewSTAR become the
new elements of STAR. This process is repeated until STAR is
empty.
As we use a propositional representation, we have designed a
function to efficiently generate and evaluate the specializations
of any term e of STAR. This function computes for each element
e of STAR, for each atom a of L and for each class C, the number
N(e,a,C) of instances which are covered by e, contain a, and
belong to C. The complexity of this operation is bounded by
O(N(e)*|L|) where N(e) is the number of instances covered by e
and |L| is the number of atoms of L. The values N(e,a,C) are
sufficient to compute the evaluation and the significance of each
specialization (e∨ga) but also to build OR(e)-AND(e). Indeed, an
atom a belongs to AND(e) if N(e,a) -which is ∑iN(e,a,Ci)- i s
equal to N(e) ; an atom a belongs to OR(e) if N(e,a) > 0. It i s
important to note that computing OR(e)-AND(e) does not
increase the cost of the evaluation of the specializations of an
element e of STAR. Nevertheless, note that CNBS1 does not
compute OR(e)-AND(e).
In order to take into account the logical implications true on the
instances, we have designed CNBS2. CNBS2 is based on CNBS1.
However, CNBS2 will solely put in NewSTAR the
specializations of e which belong to OR(e)-AND(e). So, the use
of the operators OR and AND should lead to a difference of
behavior between CNBS1 and CNBS2.
Both ordered and non ordered versions of CNBS1/2 are
implemented in C and run on Unix workstations. Here, we only
carry out experiments with the ordered versions.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The experimental evaluation reported here shows that using the
operators AND and OR yields similar results with respect to
accuracy, number of rules, number of conjunctions per rule, and
decreases the number of terms put in NewSTAR (NT) and time
complexity (CPU (seconds)). To be exhaustive, we have also
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used -when it was possible- CN [1]. Nevertheless, in that case we
are not able to give the number of terms put in NewSTAR.
Two problems have been studied. The experimental design can be
described as follows : 1) random selection of 200 (resp. 100)
positive and 200 (resp. 100) negative instances for the first
(resp. second) problem, 2) learning, 3) classification of the test
instances (1648 for the first problem and 151 for the second
one). This process is repeated 10 times and the figures report the
averages of NT and CPU. Note that MAXSTAR has been set up to
5 (resp. 15) in the first (resp. second) problem ; the threshold of
significance has been set up to 1 in both problems.

5.1 n*11-multiplexer problem

The 11-multiplexer problem (F11) consists in learning a
boolean function and has often been used to assess learning
methods ([13],  [14], [9,10]). Each instance is a 11-length
boolean vector V. Thus, we use 22 atoms (ai means V(i) = True,
not-ai means V(i) = False). The target concept can be expressed
as a disjunction of 8 4-length conjunctive  terms : (not-a1 not-a2
not-a3 a4) ∨ (not-a1 not-a2 a3 a5) ∨ ... ∨  (a1 a2 a3 a11)). The
implications between atoms linked to the definition of the
attributes can be stated as follows : (ai and not-ai) => False.
If the description of each instance is duplicated n times, new
logical implications between atoms are created. For instance,
the 2*11-multiplexer problem is designed as follows : to each
atom x used to describe a given instance of the 11-multiplexer
problem corresponds two atoms, namely x1 and x2, which are
used to describe the corresponding instance of the 2*11-
multiplexer problem. The target concept is equivalent but
implications have been created : a i

1   => ai;
2  , a i

2   => ai;
1  ,  not-

a i
1   => not-ai;

2  , not-a i
2   => not-a i

1   ; (a i
1   and not-ai;

2  ) =>

False, (a i
2   and not-ai;

1  ) => False.
The experimental results concerning 1*, 2*, 3*, and 4*11-
multiplexer problems are given below and show that CNBS2
(which uses AND and OR) puts in NewSTAR a lesser number of
terms than CNBS1 and is faster than this latter. Experimental
results on CN are also given below. The accuracies of CNBS1,
CNBS2 and CN as well as the number of generated rules are
approximately equivalent for each problem ; for instance, in the
2*11-multiplexer problem the accuracy is roughly equal to 0.97
and the number of generated rules is roughly equal to 23. In order
to highlight the difference of behavior between CNBS1 and
CNBS2 we have plotted the curves reported in the figure 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. CPU curves for the n*11-multiplexer problem
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Figure 2. Number of terms put in NewSTAR for the n*11-multiplexer problem

5.2 Ionosphere k problem
The ionosphere problem is extracted from the ML DataBase. It i s
a two classes problem and there are 351 instances. Each instance
is described using 34 numeric attributes. The way to represent a
numeric attribute at a propositional level induces logical
implications between the atoms.  The coding used here consists
in associating k thresholds to each numeric attribute (cf.  section
2.2). In the ionosphere experiments reported here, we have k =
4, 6, 9 and thus respectively 8, 12 and 18 atoms to represent
each attribute. We give below the way to code a numeric attribute
on a simple example :
Let {≤1 ; ≤2 ; ≤3 ; ≤4 ; >1 ; >2 ; >3 ; >4} the set of atoms
representing  a numeric attribute which value domain is the
interval [0..5] of real numbers . Then, for instance, the value 2.5
is described by { >1 ; >2 ; ≤3 ; ≤4 }.
The implications induced by the description are the followings :
(∀k≤l,  ≤k => ≤l), (∀k≥l,  >k => >l), (∀k≤l,  ≤k and >l  =>
False).
The experimental results presented below show the reduction of
the number of terms put in NewSTAR during the search when
using CNBS2. This one is faster than CNBS1. The accuracies of
CNBS1 and CNBS2 as well as the number of generated rules are
approximately equivalent for each problem ; for instance, in the
ionosphere 9 problem the accuracy is roughly equal to 0.86 and
the number of generated rules is roughly equal to 10. In order to
highlight the difference of behavior between CNBS1 and CNBS2
we have plotted the curves reported in the figure 3 and 4.
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CN has not been used in this experiment because the number of
binary attributes necessary to emulate our codings exceeds the
maximum number of attributes handled by CN. Furthermore, the
way in which CN handles numeric attributes does not yield the
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same search space.

CONCLUSION
The basic idea of the paper is that two terms are equivalent if they
cover the same subset of instances. It is shown here that
avoiding specializations of a term which are equivalent to this
one, and avoiding empty cover specializations correspond to
take into account implications between terms which hold on the
set of instances. This can be performed without increasing the
time complexity of the search and leads to a reduction of CPU
time as long as such implications exist. This improvement i s
performed without decreasing the accuracy on test sets. A side
effect is that a simple atomic representation is efficient when
using these improvements. Any type of attribute is then handled
without designing ad hoc procedures. Let us remark that this
framework is especially well suited to use background knowledge
at a preprocessing level in order to extend instances description
(as done for instance in ([15], [16], [9,10])): the related
implications between terms are fully used to improve the search.
Further subjects not discussed here include : i) additional pruning
of the search space may be performed if the closures of the terms
-rather than the terms themselves- are compared.  An increase of
the time complexity is then unavoidable, ii) computing
minimal-length terms covering the same instances that a given
term at the end of the search does not increase time-complexity,
iii) applying analogous ideas solely to the instances of one
particular class lead in some cases to better accuracies. Also note
that we must evaluate the effect of noise and see if our approach
can be extended to first order formalisms.
 The ideas of this paper are general enough to be applied to any
top-down algorithm, and particularly useful when there are
redundancies or domain dependent relations inside the instances
and terms representations. Our guess is that it is the case in much
learning problems. A last remark is that AQ-like algorithms are
not concerned with such enhancements. As a matter of fact, the
specialization strategy of AQ-like algorithms implicitly avoids
useless specializations ; our work offers a theoretical framework
to understand AQ’s particularities.
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APPENDIX
Definition of a lattice : a lattice is a partially ordered set E (i.e., a set with
a partial ordering relation) such that there exists a least upper bound and a
greatest lower bound for each pair (a,b) of elements of E. The least upper
bound is noted (a∨b) and the greatest lower bound (a∧b).
Definition of a Galois connection : let Y—>Y’ and X—>X* two
correspondences defined respectively on P and Q by ‘ : Q—>P and *  :
P—>Q
1. ∀(x,x1)∈P2, x≤ix1 implies x*g≥x1* 2. ∀(y,y1)∈Q2, y≤gy1 implies
y’i≥y1’ 3. ∀x∈P, x≤i(x*)’ and ∀y∈Q, y≤g(y’)*

X—>X* and Y—>Y’ define a Galois connection.
The following lemma is true :
Lemma 1 : if X—>X* and Y—>Y’ define a Galois connection between P
and Q, then ∀x∈P, ((x*)’)*=gx* and ∀y∈Q, ((y’)*)’=iy’.
Theorem 1 : e’≤if’ if and only if f≤ge’*.
Proof “⇒” : 1) e’≤if’ (hypothesis) ⇒ f’*≤ge’* - 2.) f≤gf’* - 3)  (1) and
(2) ⇒ f≤ge’*•
Proof “⇐” : 1) f≤ge’* (hypothesis) ⇒ e’*’≤if’ - 2.) e’=ie’*’ - 3) (1) and
(2) ⇒ e’≤if’•
Theorem 4 : f≤ge’* if and only if (e∨gf)’=ie’.
Proof “⇒” : 1) f≤ge’* (hypothesis) - 2.) e≤ge’* - 3) (1) and (2) ⇒
e∨gf≤ge’* 4) e≤ge∨gf (property of a lattice) - 5). (3) and (4) ⇒
e≤ge∨gf≤ge’* 6) (5) ⇒ e’*’≤i(e∨gf)’≤ie’  -7) e’=ie’*’ - 8.) (6) and (7) ⇒
(e∨gf)’=ie’•
Proof “⇐ ”  : 1) (e∨gf)’=ie’ (hypothesis) ⇒  e’≤i(e∨gf)’  -2)  (1) ⇒
(e∨gf)’*≤ge’* 3) f≤gf’* - 4) f≤ge∨gf  -5) (4) ⇒  (e∨gf)’≤if’ -6) (5) ⇒
f’*≤g(e∨gf)’*  7.) (3) and (6) and (2) ⇒ f≤ge’*•
Theorem 5 : (e∨gf)’≠Ø if and only if there exists at least one instance
j∈e’ such that j∈f’.
Proof “⇒” : 1.)(e∨gf)’≠Ø (hypothesis) ⇒ ∃ j∈(e∨gf)’ - 2) (1) ⇒ e∨gf≤gj
- 3.) (2) ⇒ e≤gj  - 4) (3) ⇒ j∈e’ (by definition of e’) - 5) (2) ⇒ f≤gj  - 6.)
(5) ⇒ j∈f’ (by definition of f’) 7.) (4) and (6) ⇒ ∃ j∈e’ such that j∈f’•
Proof “⇐ ”  : 1) ∃ j∈ e’ (hypothesis) - 2.) (1) ⇒  e≤gj  - 3) j∈f’
(hypothesis)4) (3) ⇒ f≤gj (by definition of f’) - 5) (2) and (4) ⇒ e∨gf≤gj
6) (5) ⇒ j∈(e∨gf)’  - 7.)(6) ⇒ (e∨gf)’≠Ø•


